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Two-dimensional equilibrium island shape and step free energies of Cu„001…
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We have derived expressions for the free energies of the densely packed@110# and 100% kinked@010# step
edges of Cu~001!, including both meandering and vibrational entropy terms. The meandering entropy is
calculated by taking into account nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor interactions between the Cu
atoms. The vibrational entropy is determined within the framework of an isotropic Einstein oscillator. By using
the earlier obtained kink creation energy by Giesen, Steimer, and Ibach@Surf. Sci.471, 80 ~2001!# and taking
the strength of the next-nearest-neighbor interaction as the only fitting parameter, we obtain perfect agreement
between the ratio of the calculated and experimentally determined ratio of the step free energies~i.e.,
F @010# /F @110#). Moreover, in contrast to the Ising model we predict that the two-dimensional equilibrium
Cu~001! island shape atT50 K is not a perfect square.
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Steps play an important role in many equilibrium a
nonequilibrium surface processes, such as thermal roug
ing, Ostwald ripening, crystal growth, and etching. The fr
energy of steps also controls the relative size of the face
the equilibrium shape of crystals and the curvature of rou
surfaces. With this in mind, it is self-evident that knowled
of step energies is a prerequisite for a quantitative desc
tion of these surface processes. The experimental determ
tion of a reliable value of the step free energy is, however,
from trivial. For instance, the step free energy derived fr
the chemical potentials of islands observed in Ostwald
ening of islands is found to be too high, for reasons not
understood.1

About a decade ago Swartzentruberet al.2 showed in an
elegant way that the step formation energies of Si~001! can
be extracted from a detailed analysis of the step-edge ro
ness. These authors used Boltzmann statistics for inde
dent kink excitations and a simple solid-on-solid model
cluding only nearest-neighbor interactions to determine
kink and step formation energies of Si~001!. This method can
be extended to include next-nearest-neighbor interaction
well3 and is in principle also applicable to other surfac
However, the applicability is more satisfactory for materia
with covalent bonds, such as semiconductors, than
metals.4 Besides the determination of the kink and step-ed
formation energies from step-edge roughness, other ro
have been explored as well.5–14 For instance, Schlo¨sser
et al.6 put forward the idea to extract the absolute value
the mean step energy from temporal equilibrium shape fl
tuations of an island. Schulze Icking-Konertet al.7 used the
temperature dependence of the equilibrium shape of isla
to determine the step energies. More recently, Giesenet al.8

introduced a novel method denoted as the minimum cu
ture model to derive the step energies.

In this Brief Report we extend the model introduced
Schulze Icking-Konertet al.7 by including next-nearest
neighbor interactions between the Cu atoms as well. By
cluding these next-nearest-neighbor interactions the equ
rium shape of Cu~vacancy! islands on Cu~001! at T50 K is
no longer an exact square~i.e., the ratio of the step-edg
formation energies,E@010# /E@110# , is in general,&!. If we
0163-1829/2003/67~19!/193407~4!/$20.00 67 1934
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assume that the next-nearest-neighbor interaction is at
tive, it will increase the formation free energy of a@110# step
more than that of a@010# step. The ratioE@010# /E@110# will
therefore become smaller than&. By taking the kink energy
of a @110# step on Cu~001! ~Ref. 8! and tuning only the
next-nearest-neighbor interaction energy, a perfect fit
tween the existing experimental data of the equilibriu
shape of islands on Cu~001! and our model can be obtained
Finally, in order to obtain an accurate temperature dep
dence of the step free energies we have also included
additional vibrational entropy of the step-edge atoms.

The step free energy per unit length and per unit s
height,F(T), is defined by

F~T!52kT ln Z52kT lnS (
j

e2Ej /kTD , ~1!

where the summation runs over all possible step configu
tions andEj refers to the formation energy of thej th con-
figuration,Z to the partition function,T to the temperature
andk to Boltzmann’s constant. In Fig. 1 a schematic diagram
of the Cu adatom island on a Cu~001! is depicted. The
densely packed step edges run along the^110& directions,
whereas the 100% kinked step edges run along the^010&
directions. If only nearest-neighbor («1) and next-nearest
neighbor («2) interactions are considered@see Fig. 2~a!#, the
partition functionZ of a @110# step on a Cu~001! surface is
given by4

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a Cu adatom island on a Cu~001!
surface. Both@110# and @010# directions are outlined.
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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Z@110#5e2~«1/21«2!/kTS 112(
n51

`

e2@n«1/21~n21!«2#/kTD .

~2!

The factor of 2 in Eq.~2! arises from the fact that bot
negative and positive kinks are considered. Substituting
partition functionZ into Eq. ~1! results in4

F @110#~T!5S «1

2
1«2D2kT lnS 11

2e2«1/2kT

~12e2~«1/21«2!/kT! D .

~3!

In order to find an expression for the step free energy
100% kinked@010# step we follow a similar procedure. W
take into account only the two energetically most favora
pathways,7 because all the other pathways involve sign
cantly more step edge length and are therefore much hi
in energy @see Fig. 2~b!#. The step-edge energies per un
length 1

2&a ~measured in the@010# direction! are then
«1/21«2/2 and «1/21«2 , respectively. The partition func
tion of a @010# step is given by

Z@010#5e2@~«11«2!/2#/kT1e2~«1/21«2!/kT. ~4!

The free energy of a@010# step per unit lengtha (a
52.55 Å is the surface lattice constant! is then represented
by

F @010#~T!5&F S «11«2

2 D2kT ln~11e2«2 /2kT!G . ~5!

The partition functionZ considered in Eq.~4! considers a
line segment of length12&a in the @010# direction and there-
fore the factor of& is needed in Eq.~5! in order to convert

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic diagram of a@110# step edge on Cu~001!.
The nearest-neighbor («1) and next-nearest-neighbor («2) interac-
tion energies are indicated.~b! Schematic diagram of a@010# step
edge on Cu~001!. The nearest-neighbor («1) and next-nearest
neighbor («2) interaction energies are indicated. The dashed li
AB1 and AB2 refer to the two energetically most favorable pa
ways. The outlined pathways have the same step-edge length:
ever, pathway AB2 has a corner, whereas pathway AB1 has no
point B1 the pathway can go either in the C1 or C2 direction.
point B2 the pathway can go either in the C2 or C3 direction.
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the step free energy to a free energy per unit lengtha in the
@010# direction. For a vanishing next-nearest-neighb
interaction—i.e.,«250—Eq.~5! reduces, as it should, to th
expression derived earlier by Schulze Icking-Konertet al.,7

i.e.,

F @010#~T!5&F S «1

2 D2kT ln 2G .
So far, we have included only the meandering entropy.

pointed out by Frenken and Stoltze,15 Schulze Icking-Konert
et al.,7 and Bonzel and Edmundts16 the vibrational entropy
terms contribute to the step free energy as well. Here
include only the vibrational entropy terms of the step ato
to the step free energy, whereas higher-order contribution
the vibrational entropy due to thermal kink generation a
ignored.17 This approximation is appropriate as long as t
temperature is below;0.5Tm (Tm is the melting point!. This
holds for all data analyzed here below.

The free energy of an isotropic Einstein oscillator is giv
by

Fvib~T!5
3

2
\v13kT ln~12e2\v/kT!. ~6!

The factor of 3 accounts for the three orthogonal directio
of vibration. The additional vibrational free energy of a st
atom with respect to a terrace atom is then

DFstep~T!5
3

2
k~Qstep2Q ter!13kT lnS 12e2Qstep/T

12e2Q ter /T D ,

~7!

whereQ ter,step([\v ter,step/k) is the Debye temperature of
terrace~step! atom. The bulk Debye temperature of Cu
343 K. As a crude estimate, we have related the rela
Debye temperatures of terrace,@110#, and @010# step atoms
to the number of nearest-neighbor bonds: i.e.,Q ter

5QbulkA 8
12 , Q@110#5QbulkA 7

12 , and Q@010#5QbulkA 6
12 . If

both meandering and vibrational entropy terms are includ
the step free energies of the@110# and @010# steps are given
by, respectively,

F @110#~T!5S «1

2
1«2D2kT lnS 11

2e2«1/2kT

~12e2~«1/21«2!/kT! D
1F3

2
k~Q@110#2Q ter!13kT lnS 12e2Q@110# /T

12e2Q ter /T D G ,
~8a!

F @010#~T!5&F S «11«2

2 D2kT ln~11e2«2/2kT!G
1

1

2
&F3

2
k~Q@010#2Q ter!

13kT lnS 12e2Q@010# /T

12e2Q ter /T D G . ~8b!
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The step edge formation energiesE@110#,@010# can be found by
insertingT50 K in Eqs.~8!:

E@110#5S «1

2
1«2D1

3

2
k~Q@110#2Q ter!, ~9a!

E@010#5S 1

2
&«11

1

2
&«2D1

3&

4
k~Q@010#2Q ter!.

~9b!

The kink formation energy«kink for a kink in a@110# step is
the step-edge formation energy minus the next-near
neighbor interaction energy:

«kink5
«1

2
1

3

2
k~Q@110#2Q ter!. ~10!

The vibrational entropy part of the step free energies requ
only the bulk Debye temperature of Cu as an inputQ
5343 K). Because the kink energy of a@110# step of
Cu~001! is determined by several independent methods, g
ing values in the range from 128 meV/a ~spatial step
correlation18! to 131 meV/a ~minimum curvature model8!,
we have taken a value of«15262 meV~the kink energy then
varies from 131 meV/a if the zero-point vibrational energy
is not included to 128 meV/a if the zero-point vibrational
energy is included!. In Fig. 3 plots of the step free energie
versus the temperature are shown. An excellent fit betw
the ratio of the step free energies and the experimental

FIG. 3. Plot of the step free energies of@110# ~circles! and@010#
~triangles! steps of a Cu~001! surface as a function of the temper
ture («15262 meV and«2563 meV). The solid line refers to the
calculated ratio of the step free energies (F @010# /F @110#). The
squares represent the experimentally determined ratio of the
free energies and are taken from Ref. 8.
d
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on Cu~001! can be obtained if one takes«2

563 meV/corner~see Fig. 3!. One then finds for the step
edge formation energiesE@110#5193 meV/a and E@010#

5227 meV/a, respectively. The value of our step formatio
energy of@110# step is slightly lower than the 220 meV/a as
reported by Giesenet al.8 as well as Steimeret al.9 The
agreement between our value and recent tight-binding ca
lations of Raouafiet al.19 (191 meV/a) is excellent. How-
ever, the next-nearest-neighbor interaction we found («2/2
531 meV) is substantially larger than the value obtained
calculations of Raouafiet al.19 ~13 meV! and of Vitoset al.20

~18 meV!. It should be noted, however, that the vibration
free energy contributes only about a few meV/a at low tem-
peratures to about 10– 15 meV/a at temperatures around 40
K. The ratio of the step-edge formation energies—i.
F @010#(T50)/F @110#(T50)—is about 1.18, which is much
closer to the experimentally extrapolated ratio of 1.24~Ref.
8! than the& as predicted by the Ising model.21–23

It should be pointed out here that the equilibrium shape
islands or vacancy islands might depend on the surface s
as well.24,25 However, the Cu~001! surface is isotropic and
therefore the surface stress is isotropic too. For anisotro
surfaces, such as, for instance, Si~001! and Ge~001!, a force
monopole is present at the boundaries of the islands, giv
rise to an additional strain energy term.25–27 For island sizes
below a critical island size the island-edge free energy
dominated by the step-edge free energies, whereas strai
ergy becomes the leading free-energy term beyond this c
cal island size. Free-energy minimization results in amini-
mization of the total island-edge length below the critic
island size~resulting in compact islands! and in amaximiza-
tion of the total island-edge length beyond the critical isla
size ~resulting in elongated islands!.

In summary, the free energies of Cu~001! steps have been
derived including both meandering and vibrational entro
terms. We show that the addition of next-nearest-neigh
interactions is essential in order to obtain a good fit betw
the ratio of the step free energies and temperature-depen
equilibrium island shape. The next-nearest-neighbor inte
tion energy is attractive and about 4 times weaker than
nearest-neighbor interaction energy. Despite the fact that
next-nearest-neighbor interaction energy is substanti
lower than the nearest-neighbor interaction, it properly
scribes the temperature dependence of the equilibrium sh
of Cu adatom and vacancy islands on Cu~001!.

This work is part of the research program of the ‘‘Stic
ting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie’’~FOM!.
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